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The Shadow of Your Smile Susan May
Warren 2012-01-05 After 25 years,
Noelle and Eli Hueston are
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contemplating divorce. But then an
accident erases part of Noelle's
memory. Though her other injuries are
minor, she doesn't remember Eli,
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their children, or the tragedy that
has ripped their family apart.
Warm Springs Susan Richards Shreve
2008-06-10 An “engrossing” memoir of
finding comfort, company—and
mischief—at the famed Georgia retreat
for children with polio (Maureen
Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air). Just
after her eleventh birthday, Susan
Richards Shreve was sent to the Polio
Foundation in Warm Springs, Georgia.
Famously founded by Franklin Delano
Roosevelt after he was disabled by
the disease himself, the haven would
be her home, off and on, for the next
two years. In this piercingly honest
memoir, Shreve recaptures her early
adolescence, as well as an era of
American life gripped by a fearful
epidemic. At Warm Springs, Shreve
found herself in a community of
similarly afflicted children, and for
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

the first time she was one of the
gang. Away from her protective
mother, she became a feisty
troublemaker and an outspoken
ringleader. She navigated first love,
rocky friendships, religious
questions, and family tensions—and
experienced healing of all kinds.
During her stay, the Salk vaccine
would be discovered, ensuring that
Shreve would be among the last
Americans to have suffered childhood
polio. “This sensitive, beautifully
written memoir can stand on its own
as a glimpse into an era of
suffering, and as a testimony to the
human spirit.” —The Atlanta JournalConstitution “Shreve succeeds at the
difficult task of recapturing, and
communicating, what it was like to be
young.” —People “Part memoir, part
confession, part mediation on both
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polio and the president who made it a
national cause, Warm Springs
unflinchingly illuminates an iconic
moment in American history.” —O, The
Oprah Magazine
The Perfect Match Susan May Warren
2013-05-03 Ellie Karlson is new to
Deep Haven. As the town's interim
fire chief, she is determined to lead
the local macho fire crew in spite of
their misconceptions about her. But
when someone begins setting deadly
fires, Ellie faces the biggest
challenge of her life. Especially
when sparks fly with one of the
volunteers on her crew: Pastor Dan
Matthews. As Ellie battles to do her
job and win the respect of her crew,
she finds that there is one fire she
can't fight—the one Dan has set in
her heart.
Still the One Susan May Warren
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

2021-01-12 It's never too late to
finish a love story... Cole Barrett,
former Army Ranger, has a new mission
objective. Sell his grandfather's
house and put Deep Haven, a place
that holds too many hurts, in his
rearview mirror as fast as possible.
Recently divorced, single, and
unattached, Cole just wants a new
life as a US Marshal. One where he
can forget the past and start new.
Unfortunately, there's a tenant in
the garage apartment who's refusing
to move. Even worse? It's his
childhood crush, Megan Carter, and
her son. Wedding planner and single
mom Megan Carter loves Deep Haven. To
her, it's the place where she makes
dreams come true-at least, everyone
else's. Her big dream is to purchase
the Black Spruce Bed & Breakfast to
turn it into a premier event venue
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and, if she can stay booked for
enough weddings over winter, she'll
have the needed funds to buy the inn,
move out of Grandpa Barrett's garage
apartment, and finally give her nineyear-old son, Josh, the life he
deserves. She just needs four
thousand dollars in the next thirty
days. Still, she's oh, so
close...until Cole Barrett returns to
Deep Haven. Even if he's not back to
fulfill a silly childhood promise to
marry her, but she never expected him
to evict her! The last thing she
needs is more expenses. Or for
another man to walk into her
heart...and break it. When a blizzard
strikes Deep Haven, and Megan is
overrun with wedding catastrophes, it
takes a former Ranger to step in and
help. Besides, the more he comes to
her rescue, the sooner she'll be able
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

to move out...and he can move on. And
that's what they both want, right?
Return to Deep Haven with this
magical tale about the one who got
away...and came back.
Hook, Line & Sinker Susan May Warren
2011-09-09 The annual Deep Haven
fishing contest draws professional
and amateur anglers from across the
country, but this year, Ross Springer
is determined to win the top cash
prize. In fact, he has no choice.
It’s his last chance to leave a
lasting legacy at Bethel College. He
just never imagined his fundraising
scheme would hook Abigail Cushman,
the grad student who reminds him of
all they’d had—and lost—every time
she glances his way. Abigail Cushman
may not know the difference between a
bass and a trout, but how hard can it
be to catch a fish? She’s a quick
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learner, and she’s certain her smarts
can net her a win over Ross Springer,
the handsome charmer she’s tried to
forget since grief tore them apart.
In the ultimate showdown between
brains and heart, will Ross and Abby
reel in more than they bargained for?
Then Came You Susan May Warren
2021-07-06 He doesn't need any
trouble. She can't seem to escape it.
Detective Daniel "Boone" Buckam is
more than burned out. After fourteen
stellar years on the job, one bad
judgment call-and, fine, a whole lot
of cynicism-has forced him into a
mandatory vacation in Deep Haven. If
he can get his head on straight,
there's a job as Police Chief waiting
for him back in his Minneapolis
suburb. And then, he meets Vivien.
Actress Vivien Calhoun isn't really a
drama queen. Sure, she gets swept up
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

in the emotions of life-but please,
she's an actress. Or, um, was until a
stalker made her flee the bright
lights of Broadway. Now, she's
passionate about directing her local
theater production. But when she
accidently ropes an uptight police
detective on vacation into her cast,
she can't help but wonder if he might
be the leading man she's always
longed for. Boone can't help but like
Vivien. He might even have a typevivacious and bubbly, with a penchant
for attracting danger. He can smell
trouble even if she can't, and is
pretty sure her stalker has hunted
her all the way to Deep Haven. He'll
have to stay by her side-even if it
means being in her silly play-to keep
her safe. But Vivien is more than he
expected as she helps him discover a
part of him he's locked away...the
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part that said he could never love
again. It's summertime in Deep Haven,
and the fun is heating up in this
laugh-out-loud, charming story.
Can't Buy Me Love Susan May Warren
2021-03-16 He can't buy his way out
of trouble this time... Housekeeperslash-entrepreneur Ella Bradley
prides herself on being ready for
anything. After all, with a father
who died-and lied to her-and a
stepmom and stepsister who despise
her, she has no one else to depend
on. But on the biggest night of her
life, she's unprepared to be trapped
in an elevator with the man of her
dreams. Wealthy prince-to-a-fortune
Adrian Vassos wants nothing more than
to shed his reputation as a party boy
and prove that he is a savvy
businessman. Even, a gentleman. But
when he's trapped with a woman who
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

knows his reputation but not his
face, he gives into the temptation to
be someone else-and lies. When
serendipity brings them together
again-this time to work off community
service-can their combined sentences
spark a new ending? Maybe...if
Adrian's lies don't find him out.
Again. The magic of Deep Haven
enchants in this modern-day
Cinderella story.
In Sheep's Clothing Susan May Warren
2014-08-01 On the run from the
murderer of her best friends,
missionary Gracie Benson is all alone
in Siberia. What she doesn't know is
that she has in her possession a
medical secret that will save
millions of lives--or cost hers.
Trying to keep her alive is an FSB
agent, a man pursued by his own
demons, including a killer who
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destroyed his father's life. He and
Gracie find themselves in a decadesold mystery of betrayal and Cold War
secrets. Only with the help of their
friends--a group of Americans and
Russians committed to freedom--can
they outwit the old guard...and save
Gracie's secret, as well as her life.
Sarah Robert Gottlieb 2010-09-21
Everything about Sarah Bernhardt is
fascinating, from her obscure birth
to her glorious career--redefining
the very nature of her art--to her
amazing (and highly public) romantic
life, to her indomitable spirit. Well
into her seventies, after the
amputation of her leg, she was
performing under bombardment for
soldiers during World War I and
toured America for the ninth time.
Though the Bernhardt literature is
vast, this is the first Englishhappily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

language biography to appear in
decades, tracking the trajectory
through which an illegitimate--and
scandalous--daughter of a Jewish
courtesan transformed herself into
the most famous actress who ever
lived, and into a national icon, a
symbol of France.--From publisher
description.
Rescue Me (Montana Rescue Book #2)
Susan May Warren 2017-01-31 When
Deputy Sam Brooks commits to
something, nothing can sway him--not
just on the job as liaison between
the Mercy Falls sheriff's department
and PEAK Rescue, but in his private
life. He's the one who stuck around
to take care of his mother after his
father's accidental death. And he's
the one--perhaps the only one--who
believes Sierra Rose is the perfect
girl for him. Safe, practical, and
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organized, she's nothing like her
hippie, impulsive, bleeding heart
sister, Willow. Willow, however, has
been in love with Sam Brooks for as
long as she can remember. But she
wants her sister to have a happy
ending. Besides, Willow has other
things to focus on--namely, nabbing
the job as youth pastor for her
small-town church. Best thing for her
to do is to purge Sam from her heart.
Neither can predict the events that
will bring them together in a fight
for their lives in the forbidding
wilderness of Glacier National Park.
Stranded, injured, and with the
winter weather closing in, Sam and
Willow will have to work together to
save a crew of terrified teenagers.
As they fight to survive, they might
just discover a new hope for love.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

C.S. Lewis 2018-04-10 C. S. Lewis was
a British author, lay theologian, and
contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The
Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe is
the first book in The Chronicles of
Narnia.
Sweet Trouble Susan Mallery
2018-12-01 From #1 New York Times
bestselling author Susan Mallery
comes a classic tale about first
loves, and coming home… Jesse Keyes
has changed her ways. With a steady
job and a vibrant son, Gabe, she’s in
a far better place than when she left
Seattle five years ago, pregnant and
misunderstood. Now it’s time to go
home and face her demons. But her
sisters, Claire and Nicole, aren’t
exactly impressed with the new and
improved Jesse. And then there’s
Matt, Gabe’s father, who makes it
clear he hasn’t forgiven her despite
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the lust that still smolders between
them. Jesse doesn’t know if she can
make up for all the mistakes of her
past. But the promise of sweet nights
with Matt might just give her the
extra incentive she needs to make it
worth the trouble.... Originally
published in 2008.
Best Friends Salley 2014-04-01 My
book has multiple stories of many
types of animals with big
personalities! Also added was my
magical stick horse and her meetings
with real horses along the way.
Only You Susan May Warren 2022-09-01
A noise sounded—footsteps on the
deck. A muffled grunt. She hustled
behind the truck and ducked down,
held her breath. Okay, maybe this was
a bad idea. The steps came closer.
She felt on the ground around her and
found a decent-sized stick. Wrapped
happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren

her hands around it. Yep, epically
stupid. It was exactly this sort of
behavior that got her in over her
head. But she wasn’t going to run
now—not with the perp just feet away
from her. She stilled, not even
breathing. Heavy steps crunched
through the loam and dirt around the
back of the truck, and, oh— “Stop!”
She leaped to her feet, holding her
stick up. “Don’t come any closer!” He
was a big man. Tall, wide-shouldered,
wearing a gimme cap, his face
shrouded in darkness. “You’re under
arrest for…well, whatever you’re
doing here!” He stopped and held up
his hands. Then, the villain laughed.
Something deep and throaty and it
reached out and found her bones,
seeping through them, latching on.
Oh. No… She lowered her stick.
Synopsis He ran from his broken
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heart… Seth Turnquist never thought
his heart would mend after being
shattered by his former love, Amelia
Christiansen. But three years away
from Deep Haven fighting fires as a
smokejumper have burned her away,
leaving fresh soil for a new love.
Still, he’s ready to put Deep Haven
in his rearview mirror for good,
which means selling the custom log
home he built for Amelia and walking
away from the family business. But
what he doesn’t realize is that the
seeds for a second chance have
already been planted… She loved him
from the sidelines… Ree Zimmerman
couldn’t let herself love Seth—not
when he was her best friend’s
boyfriend. And after Amelia broke his
heart, there simply wasn’t anything
left in him for Ree except
friendship. But that never stopped

Ree from dreaming of a happily ever
after with the lumberjack from Deep
Haven. When he returns home for his
grandfather’s birthday, she’s not
about to let him walk away, again…
Return to Deep Haven in this charming
homecoming story about the second
chances that await us when we let the
past go. Want more of Deep Haven?
Book 1: Still the One Book 2: Can't
Buy Me Love Book 3: Crazy for You
Book 4: Then Came You Book 5: Hangin'
by a Moment Book 6: Right Here
Waiting
The Great Christmas Bowl Susan May
Warren 2009-09 Marianne Wallace is
focused on two things this holiday
season: planning the greatest family
Christmas ever and cheering on her
youngest son’s team in their bid for
the state championship. Disaster
strikes when the team loses their
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mascot—the Trout. Is it going too far
to ask her to don the costume? So
what if her husband has also
volunteered her to organize the
church Christmas tea. When football
playoffs start ramping up, the
Christmas tea starts falling apart.
Then, one by one her children tell
her they can’t come home for
Christmas. As life starts to unravel,
will Marianne remember the true
meaning of the holidays?
Evening Stars Susan Mallery
2016-01-26 Sisters Nina and Averil
Wentworth deal with life and love-and their tenuous relationship with
each other--on Blackberry Island.
You're the One That I Want Susan May
Warren 2016-02-01 Owen Christiansen
has been in a downward spiral since
an injury ended his NHL career. But a
job on an Alaskan crabbing boat

offers a fresh start . . . maybe even
a shot at romance with Elise “Scotty”
McFlynn, the captain’s daughter. Used
to being one of the guys, to never
relying on anyone, Scotty doesn’t
believe in happily ever
after—especially with someone like
Owen. Her instinct is confirmed when
Casper Christiansen arrives to drag
his prodigal brother home, bringing
with him a truckload of family
drama—and even worse, the news that
Casper is wanted for questioning in
connection to a crime back in
Minnesota. But Owen is more than the
sum of his mistakes, a truth both he
and Scotty discover when she escorts
both brothers to Deep Haven as part
of her new job on the Anchorage
police force. Thrust into an
unfamiliar world of family, faith,
and fresh starts, Scotty begins to
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see potential for a happy ending . .
. if she’s brave enough to embrace
it.
Expect the Sunrise Susan May Warren
2012-02-10 Bush pilot Andee MacLeod
and FBI agent Stirling "Mac" McRae
must learn to trust God and each
other after their plane crashes in
the Alaskan forest, and with little
hope of rescue, they are forced to
lead the small group of survivors-one of which may be a terrorist--to
safety.
Finding Perfect Susan Mallery
2020-11-16 Return to Fool’s Gold,
California with the 3rd book in this
fan-favorite series from New York
Times bestselling author Susan
Mallery! When Pia O’Brian’s best
friend dies, Pia expects to inherit
her cherished cat. Instead, the woman
leaves Pia three frozen embryos. With

a disastrous track record in the
romance department and the parenting
skills of a hamster, Pia doesn’t
think she’s meant for motherhood. But
determined to do the right thing, Pia
decides to become a single mother.
Only to meet a gorgeous, sexy hunk
the very same day. A former fostercare kid now rich beyond his wildest
dreams, Raoul Moreno runs a camp for
needy children in Fool’s Gold,
California. After his last
relationship, Raoul thought he was
done with women and commitment.
Still, he can’t get sweet, sexy Pia
out of his mind—and proposes a crazy
plan. But can such an unconventional
beginning really result in the
perfect ending? Previously published.
Read more in the Fool’s Gold series:
Book 1: Chasing Perfect Book 2:
Almost Perfect Book 3: Finding
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Perfect Book 4: Only Mine Book 5:
Only Yours Book 6: Only His Book 7:
Summer Days Book 8: Summer Nights
Book 9: All Summer Long Book 10: A
Fool’s Gold Christmas And even more
books available in the Fool’s Gold
series!
A Matter of Trust (Montana Rescue
Book #3) Susan May Warren 2017-07-04
Champion backcountry snowboarder Gage
Watson has left the limelight behind
after the death of one of his fans.
After being sued for negligence and
stripped of his sponsorships, he's
remade his life as a ski patrol in
Montana's rugged mountains, as well
as serving on the PEAK Rescue team.
But he can't seem to find his
footing--or forget the woman he
loved, who betrayed him. Senator and
former attorney Ella Blair spends
much of her time in the limelight as

the second-youngest senator in the
country. But she has a secret--one
that cost Gage his career. More than
anything, she wants to atone for her
betrayal of him in the courtroom and
find a way to help him put his career
back on track. When Ella's brother
goes missing on one of Glacier
National Park's most dangerous peaks,
Gage and his team are called in for
the rescue. But Gage isn't so sure he
wants to help the woman who destroyed
his life. More, when she insists on
joining the search, he'll have to
keep her safe while finding her
reckless brother, a recipe for
disaster when a snowstorm hits the
mountain. But old sparks relight as
they search for the missing
snowboarder--and suddenly, they are
faced with emotions neither can deny.
But when Ella's secret is revealed,

happily-ever-after-deep-haven-1-susan-may-warren
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can they learn to trust each other-even when disaster happens again?
Cover Story Susan Rigetti 2022-04-05
Netflix’s "Inventing Anna" and Hulu's
"The Dropout" meets Catch Me If You
Can, a captivating novel about an
ambitious young woman who gets
trapped in a charismatic con artist’s
scam. A Most Anticipated by
Entertainment Weekly, Marie Claire,
Parade, New York Post, Shondalanda,
E!, Fortune, PopSugar, and more!
“It’s exciting, it’s surprising, it’s
satisfying, it’s darkly funny, and it
will keep you guessing.”—Linda Holmes
for Today.com After a rough year at
NYU, aspiring writer Lora Ricci is
thrilled to land a summer internship
at ELLE magazine where she meets Cat
Wolff, contributing editor and
enigmatic daughter of a clean-energy
mogul. Cat takes Lora under her wing,

soliciting her help with side
projects and encouraging her writing.
As a friendship emerges between the
two women, Lora opens up to Cat about
her financial struggles and lost
scholarship. Cat’s solution: Drop out
of NYU and become her ghostwriter.
Lora agrees and, when the internship
ends, she moves into Cat’s suite at
the opulent Plaza Hotel. Writing
during the day and accompanying Cat
to extravagant parties at night,
Lora’s life quickly shifts from
looming nightmare to dream-come-true.
But as Lora is drawn into Cat’s
glamorous lifestyle, Cat’s perfect
exterior cracks, exposing an illicit,
shady world. A whip-smart and
delightfully inventive writer, Susan
Rigetti brilliantly pieces together a
perceptive, humorous caper full of
sharp observations about scam
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culture. Composed of diary entries,
emails, FBI correspondence, and more,
Cover Story is a fresh, fun, and
wholly original novel that takes
readers deep into the codependency
and deceit found in a relationship
built on power imbalance and lies.
Finding Stefanie Susan May Warren
2013-05-03 Everyone around Stefanie
Noble is content, but it seems that
her “happily ever after” has passed
her by. Then two troubled girls and
their older brother, Gideon, show up
in town and clearly need help. Could
they bring the fulfillment that
Stefanie has been searching for?
Hollywood hotshot Lincoln Cash has
made a life playing the role of an
action hero, basking in the laurels
of his fame, fortune, and adoring
fans. But when he's diagnosed with a
debilitating disease, he knows that

life will soon be over. He only has a
small window of time to start a new
career, one that will earn him
legitimate filmmaker kudos. He soon
heads to Phillips, Montana, to put
his plan into action. Not everyone is
pleased with the movie star's
arrival, especially not Stefanie
Noble. She's even less enamored when
he accuses Gideon of arson and tries
to run him out of town. But what
Lincoln and Stefanie don't know is
that neither the fire nor the other
strange things that have happened
around town are really accidents.
Someone is out to get them . . . but
who? And who is the real target?
It Had to Be You Susan May Warren
2014-01-17 Eden Christiansen never
imagined her role as her younger
brother Owen’s cheerleader would keep
her on the sidelines of her own life.
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Sure, it feels good to be needed, but
looking after the reckless NHL rookie
leaves little time for Eden to focus
on her own career. She dreamed of
making a name for herself as a
reporter, but is stuck writing
obits—and starting to fear she
doesn’t have the chops to land a
major story. If only someone would
step up to mentor Owen . . . but she
knows better than to expect help from
team veteran and bad-boy enforcer
Jace Jacobsen. Jace has built his
career on the infamous reputation of
his aggressive behavior—on and off
the ice. Now at a crossroads about
his future in hockey, that reputation
has him trapped. And the guilt-trip
he’s getting from Eden Christiansen
isn’t making things any easier. But
when Owen’s carelessness leads to a
career-threatening injury and Eden

stumbles upon a story that could be
her big break, she and Jace are
thrown together . . . and begin to
wonder if they belong on the same
team after all.
I'll Be There Susan May Warren
2019-05-14 Smokejumper Conner Young
can't wait to marry the woman who's
stood by him for three years as he
fought fires in the forests of the
northwest. The only wound in the
weekend is the lack of his best man-a brother whose murder is still
unsolved. It's unfinished business
that haunts him, keeping him from
truly moving on.Liza Beaumont, long
time Deep Haven artist is a survivor
of a brutal grizzly attack.
Struggling with nightmares, she's not
sure she's ready to join Conner's
world. He's a hero, yes, but his life
is rife with danger and stress and
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frankly she's not sure she has the
courage to be the wife of a man who
may not come home again. When Liza's
wedding invitation unearths a witness
in his brother's murder, Conner's
hope of solving the case is
reignited. Suddenly, it's a choice
between showing up to help Liza knit
together their perfect day--or
tracking down his brother's killer.
But when his investigation finds its
way to Deep Haven, and Liza's life is
threatened, there may not be a
wedding at all.
Always on My Mind Susan May Warren
2014-12-18 After a failed dig in
Honduras, aspiring archaeologist
Casper Christiansen heads home to
Minnesota to face his unresolved
feelings for Raina Beaumont, the
woman of his dreams. But when he
arrives unannounced on her doorstep,

he receives the shock of a lifetime:
Raina is pregnant with someone else’s
baby. Heartbroken, especially when he
discovers the identity of the baby’s
father, Casper tables his dreams and
determines to be dependable for once,
helping his older brother, Darek,
prepare the family resort for its
grand reopening. Casper longs to be
the hero of at least one family
story, but a never-ending Deep Haven
winter and costly repairs threaten
their efforts—and the future of the
resort. Worse, one of Casper’s new
jobs constantly brings him into
contact with Raina, whom he can’t
seem to forget. A tentative
friendship begins to heal fresh
wounds, but can they possibly
overcome past mistakes and current
choices to discover a future
together?
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The Price of Valor (Global Search and
Rescue Book #3) Susan May Warren
2020-10-06 Former Navy SEAL Hamilton
Jones thought that the love of his
life was dead. But when a girl
claiming to be his daughter shows up
with a dire message from his wife,
Ham knows he will stop at nothing to
find her and bring her home.
Kidnapped by rebels while serving as
an interpreter in Ukraine, Signe
Kincaid has spent the past decade
secreting out valuable information
about Russian assets in the US to her
CIA handler. Fearing for her daughter
after being discovered as an
operative, Signe sends her to Ham for
safekeeping. She's ready to give her
life for her country, and she can
hardly expect Ham to rescue her after
breaking his heart over and over.
When Ham discovers the reason Signe

has kept her distance, he must choose
between love for his wife and love
for the nation he has vowed to
protect. Will he save the many? Or
the few? USA Today bestselling author
Susan May Warren takes you on a
global search and rescue mission
where the stakes are higher than ever
in this final installment of her
popular series.
Happily Ever After Susan May Warren
2007-03-29 Bookstore owner Mona
Reynold's only love life is made up
from the fantasies she reads in her
favorite novels, until she hires
mysterious drifter Joe Michaels to be
her handyman.
My Foolish Heart Susan May Warren
2011 Unbeknownst to anyone in her
small town, Isadora is a radio talk
show host who gives advice on love
and relationships even though she's
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never been on a date, but that may
change now that a handsome stranger
has moved in next door.
Chill Out, Josey! Susan May Warren
2007-12-01 Josey Anderson will be the
perfect wife. She and Chase did have
the perfect wedding—if you don't
count the matron of honor going into
labor. Now all she has to do is find
a cute Cape-style house, report for
the Gull Lake, Minnesota, paper, bake
cookies and learn to sew—is that so
difficult? But when Chase lands a new
job—in Moscow—Josey's dreams
disintegrate. After all, she's been
there, done that as a missionary, and
a city without year-round hot water,
decent takeout or…maternity
clothes—that's not perfection! But
what's the perfect wife to do?
Tough Love Susan Rice 2020-08-04
Recalling pivotal moments from her

dynamic career on the front lines of
American diplomacy and foreign
policy, Susan E. Rice—National
Security Advisor to President Barack
Obama and US Ambassador to the United
Nations—reveals her surprising story
with unflinching candor in this New
York Times bestseller. Mother, wife,
scholar, diplomat, and fierce
champion of American interests and
values, Susan Rice powerfully
connects the personal and the
professional. Taught early, with
tough love, how to compete and excel
as an African American woman in
settings where people of color are
few, Susan now shares the wisdom she
learned along the way. Laying bare
the family struggles that shaped her
early life in Washington, DC, she
also examines the ancestral legacies
that influenced her. Rice’s
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elders—immigrants on one side and
descendants of slaves on the
other—had high expectations that each
generation would rise. And rise they
did, but not without paying it
forward—in uniform and in the pulpit,
as educators, community leaders, and
public servants. Susan too rose
rapidly. She served throughout the
Clinton administration, becoming one
of the nation’s youngest assistant
secretaries of state and, later, one
of President Obama’s most trusted
advisors. Rice provides an insider’s
account of some of the most complex
issues confronting the United States
over three decades, ranging from
“Black Hawk Down” in Somalia to the
genocide in Rwanda and the East
Africa embassy bombings in the late
1990s, and from conflicts in Libya
and Syria to the Ebola epidemic, a

secret channel to Iran, and the
opening to Cuba during the Obama
years. With unmatched insight and
characteristic bluntness, she reveals
previously untold stories behind
recent national security challenges,
including confrontations with Russia
and China, the war against ISIS, the
struggle to contain the fallout from
Edward Snowden’s NSA leaks, the U.S.
response to Russian interference in
the 2016 election, and the surreal
transition to the Trump
administration. Although you might
think you know Susan Rice—whose name
became synonymous with Benghazi
following her Sunday news show
appearances after the deadly 2012
terrorist attacks in Libya—now,
through these pages, you truly will
know her for the first time. Often
mischaracterized by both political
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opponents and champions, Rice emerges
as neither a villain nor a victim,
but a strong, resilient,
compassionate leader. Intimate,
sometimes humorous, but always
candid, Tough Love makes an urgent
appeal to the American public to
bridge our dangerous domestic divides
in order to preserve our democracy
and sustain our global leadership.
121 First Dates Wendy Newman
2016-01-12 Based on years of research
and 121 real-life first dates,
relationship expert Wendy Newman
dishes up practical wisdom for
navigating the online dating trenches
with grace, efficiency, and a strong
dose of humor. Wendy Newman has made
every imaginable dating mistake so
you don’t have to. Part guidebook,
part personal tell-all, 121 First
Dates chronicles Wendy’s funny, real-

life misadventures and the practical
wisdom she gained from them. Her
dating tales will find you laughing,
commiserating, and nodding your head
as you learn how to stay in the
dating game until you find the right
man, just like Wendy did. This book
busts myths, answers age-old
questions, and examines pitfalls that
make you want to give up on dating
altogether. Just when you’re about to
submit to a lifetime at home with a
pint of Haagen-Dazs and sitcom
reruns, 121 First Dates will inspire
you to keep stepping out. Wendy
discusses how to date successfully
and efficiently, avoid the most
common dating pitfalls, have an
amazing first date with anyone, end
uncomfortable situations with grace,
and much, much more. She offers up
realistic Dos and Don’ts as well as
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tips for making the most of any
situation you find yourself
in—whether you want to run or you
think he’s the one. Brimming with
humor, hope, and authenticity, 121
First Dates will give every woman the
tools, confidence, and determination
to be and stay real when dating. How
else will you find the best match for
you?
Tying the Knot Susan May Warren
2013-05-03 EMT Anne Lundstrom is
running from her past. But it's about
to catch up. She thought she'd
escaped it when she moved out of the
city and into the quiet town of Deep
Haven. She certainly never expected
to get roped into helping Noah
Standing Bear run his summer camp for
inner-city kids. Yet Noah has a
charisma she can't ignore, and
romance is in the air. But when the

very danger she was trying to escape
threatens her peaceful haven—and her
life—Anne must find the courage to
face her fears and embrace the one
man who can help her understand her
past.
When I Fall in Love Susan May Warren
2014-06-20 2015 Christy Award
finalist! Hawaii was the last place
Grace Christiansen ever imagined
she’d vacation, much less fall in
love. But when her family surprises
her with a cooking retreat in
paradise, she is pulled—or maybe
yanked—away from her predictable,
safe life and thrown headfirst into
the adventure of a lifetime. Max
Sharpe may make his living on the ice
as a pro hockey player, but he feels
most at home in the kitchen. Which is
why he lives for the three-week
culinary vacation he takes each year
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in Hawaii. Upon being paired with
Grace for a cooking competition, Max
finds himself drawn to her passion,
confidence, and perseverance. But
just when Grace dares to dream of a
future beyond her hometown, Max pulls
away. Wrestling with personal demons,
Max fights against opening his heart
to a love he knows he should never
hope for. And as his secrets unfold,
Grace is torn between the safe path
in front of her and what her heart
truly desires. If love means
sacrificing her ideal happily ever
after, Grace’s faith will face its
toughest test yet.
Chance of Loving You Candace Calvert
2015-04-16 Beloved authors Terri
Blackstock, Candace Calvert, and
Susan May Warren bring you three
delightful stories about the risks we
take for love."For Love of Money"by

Terri BlackstockTrying to launch her
own design firm while waitressing on
the side, Julie Sheffield was drawn
to the kind man she waited on at the
restaurant last night . . . until he
stiffed her on the tip by leaving her
half of a sweepstakes ticket."The
Recipe"by Candace CalvertHospital
dietary assistant Aimee Curran is
determined to win the Vegan Valentine
Bake-Off to prove she's finally found
her calling. But while caring for one
of her patients--the elderly
grandmother of a handsome CSI
photographer--Aimee begins to
question where she belongs."Hook,
Line & Sinker"by Susan May WarrenGrad
student Abigail Cushman has agreed to
enter Deep Haven's annual fishing
contest. She's a quick learner, even
if she doesn't know the difference
between a bass and a trout. But
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nothing could prepare her for
competing against the handsome
charmer she's tried to forget since
grief tore them apart."One chance for
each woman to change her life . . .
but will love be the real prize?"Each
story is followed by a delicious
recipe.
Crazy For You Susan May Warren
2021-05-25 The problem with being
related to everyone in town is that
there is no one left to date...until
now. But will this outsider survive
his family? Former soldier Veronica
"Ronnie" Morales isn't going to let
her kid brother, Tiago, get pulled
into the gangs of Minneapolis, so,
seeking safety and a fresh start, she
heads to sleepy Deep Haven on the
north shore of Minnesota. She's
hoping to put down roots as the
paramedic for the new Crisis Response

Team, but it's not easy to be the
town outsider. Fire Chief Peter
Dahlquist is a peacemaker-he has to
be. After all, he's related to both
of the Deep Haven dynasties-the
Zimmermans and the Dahlquists, Deep
Haven's version of the Hatfields and
the McCoys. Worse, Peter is the
holdout vote for a landmark project,
which also makes him the loneliest
guy in town when both families demand
that he pick sides. The only one who
seems to understand his plight is the
newcomer in town...his pretty,
street-tough paramedic. When Tiago
finds himself caught up in small town
shenanigans and the town blames
Ronnie for tragedy, Peter is forced
to pick sides. But will his choice
cost him the home-and the woman-he
loves?
Oh, the Weather Outside Is Frightful
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(Extended Edition!) Susan May Warren
2016-11-19 She kept him alive in his
darkest hour... CJ St. John never
dreamed his epic summer as a
smokejumper would end with a
harrowing plane crash-one that
crushed his pelvis and rendered him
nearly an invalid.He wouldn't have
made it through the dark night of
pain and danger without brave fellow
smokejumper Hannah Butcher.In fact,
if he were to admit it, he probably
fell in love with her that night. He
gave her the courage to reach for her
dreams... Hannah Butcher had dreamed
of being a smokejumper for years-but
dreaming and doing are vastly
different. During rookie camp, she
would have given up if it hadn't been
for CJ St. John urging her on. She
probably fell in love with him thenbut especially when he held her hand

and kept her calm during their
terrifying survival. A winter storm
awakens their memories-and fears...
When Hannah discovers that CJ plans
on skipping out on their mutual
friends' wedding, she knows he's been
lying to her about his recovery-and
determines to give him the same
stubborn encouragement he's given her
by forcing him to attend.But when a
blizzard detours them, and worse,
they're run off the road, they'll
have to face their darkest fears to
survive. A Christmas story about the
miracles that happen when the weather
outside becomes frightful. Note: If
you picked up this title in the Candy
Cane Kisses Christmas Anthology, this
is an extended version! Discover how
CJ and Hannah fell in love...and
continue their story after the storm
is over!"
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Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper
2012-05 Considered by many to be
mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral
palsy discovers a technological
device that will allow her to speak
for the first time.
You Don't Know Me Susan May Warren
2012-09-21 2013 Christy Award winner!
2013 Carol Award finalist (ACFW) To
everyone who knows her, Annalise
Decker is a model wife and mother.
She’s a permanent member of the PTA,
never misses her kids’ sporting
events, and is constantly campaigning
for her husband’s mayoral race. No
one knows that Annalise was once
Deidre O’Reilly, a troubled young
woman whose testimony put a dangerous
criminal behind bars. Relocated
through the Witness Security Program
to the sleepy town of Deep Haven,

Deidre got a new identity and a fresh
start, which began when she fell in
love with local real estate agent
Nathan Decker. Twenty years later,
Annalise couldn’t be more unprepared
for her past to catch up with her.
When Agent Frank Harrison arrives
with news that the man she testified
against is out on bail and out for
revenge, Annalise is forced to face
the consequences of her secrets. Will
she run again, or will she finally
find the grace to trust those she
loves most with both her past and her
future?
Marry Me at Christmas Susan Mallery
2016-10-25 Wish upon a Christmas star
in this sparkling Fool's Gold
romance! To bridal boutique owner
Madeline Krug, organizing a Christmas
wedding sounds like ajoy—until she
finds out she'll be working closely
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with the gorgeous brother of the
bride,movie star Jonny Blaze. How
will a small-town girl like her keep
from falling for theworld's sexiest
guy? Especially with mistletoe
lurking around every corner! Jonny
came to Fool's Gold looking for
normal, not for love. Happily-everafter onlyhappens in the movies.
Still, nothing about this quirky town
is quite what he expected,and
“ordinary” Madeline is the most
extraordinary woman he's ever met.
Refreshinglyhonest, disarmingly
sweet. Achingly beautiful.
The Deep Haven Collection 1: Happily
Ever After / Tying the Knot / The
Perfect Match Susan May Warren
2016-01-15 This collection bundles
three volumes of Susan May Warren’s
popular Deep Haven series together in
one e-book, for a great value!

Happily Ever After God has answered
Mona Reynolds's prayers and given her
the opportunity of a lifetime: she is
about to open her own bookstorecoffee shop, the Footstep of Heaven.
Now Mona has no time for love and no
hope that a man can ever be the hero
of her dreams. But when she hires
mysterious drifter Joe Michaels to be
her handyman, she discovers that it
isn't only in fairy tales that people
live “happily ever after.” The
Perfect Match Ellie Karlson is new to
Deep Haven. As the town's interim
fire chief, she is determined to lead
the local macho fire crew in spite of
their misconceptions about her. But
when someone begins setting deadly
fires, Ellie faces the biggest
challenge of her life. Especially
when sparks fly with one of the
volunteers on her crew: Pastor Dan
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Matthews. As Ellie battles to do her
job and win the respect of her crew,
she finds that there is one fire she
can't fight—the one Dan has set in
her heart. Tying the Knot EMT Anne
Lundstrom is running from her past.
But it's about to catch up. She
thought she'd escaped it when she
moved out of the city and into the
quiet town of Deep Haven. She
certainly never expected to get roped

into helping Noah Standing Bear run
his summer camp for inner-city kids.
Yet Noah has a charisma she can't
ignore, and romance is in the air.
But when the very danger she was
trying to escape threatens her
peaceful haven—and her life—Anne must
find the courage to face her fears
and embrace the one man who can help
her understand her past.
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